
HAIROYAL – Care Guide 
 
Dear client 
 
You have chosen a high quality human hair product.  
 
Our hair has been selected carefully after high quality standards and it has been finished in gentle production 
processes. The company hairoyal offers exclusively 100% remy-hair and we guarantee that all hair were finished in 
the right growth direction. Only in this kind of way a long wearing of the hair and an easy combability is possible. 
Although extensions need a special care because they are not provided through the scalp (e.g. with sebum). 
 
1. Washing 
Please brush the hair well before washing. Wash your hair with specific carefulness and please don’t wash the hair 
headfirst – so you don’t strain the joinings. Use only hair care for extensions because these products don’t contain 
alcohol, oil, protein or serum, which could soak the keratin. After each hair wash you should use a conditioner 
(e.g. SO.CAP srl 4u conditioner maschera) and from time to time you should use a keratin deep conditioner. 
 
2. Drying 
Press out the hair carefully without judding. Sort the wet strands and brush it carefully with a brush for extensions 
without pulling out. Use a detangling-spray for the extensions if the brushing is difficult. Blow-dry the joining for 
a short moment even if you want to air-dry your hair. 
 
3. Brushing 
Sort the extensions once a day while you go through along the joinings with your fingers. Don’t brush the hair in 
wet condition. 
Wavy extensions shouldn’t be brushed everyday completely, using a comb is better. Only brush it before and after 
washing. 
Brush straight extensions in the morning and evening. Therefore hold the extensions on the hairline and comb 
the strands. Also brush about the joinings.  
 
Use every time a brush especially for extensions. Do not ripping or pull. Please brush from the button up, i.e. first 
the hair tip, then the middle part and at the end the hairline. 
 
4. Styling 
You can style your hair like before if you treat the extensions carefully. You can also use curler or straightener (not 
with synthetic-extensions) but brush backcombed hair before sleeping. 
 
5. Sleeping 
Before going to bed plait or pin up the hair to avoid unneedlessly friction between body and bedclothes. 
 
6. Recreational activities 
Basically, you can do everything with the extensions. However the hair can be damaged in the following ways: 
 

sauna, brine bath, steam bath, chlorine, seawater 
 
In these cases you should use a special hair care and maybe you should pin up the hair. 
 
7. Coloration / bleaching / permanent waving 
These treatments should only be done by a professional for extensions. Only the professional knows how to treat 
the hair and the joinings. After the treatment we don’t guarantee that the structure of the extensions holds on! 
 
8. Cleaning Cut 
After 6 weeks the hair should latest get a cleaning cut. Hair which was fallen out naturally, has to cut away from 
bonding to avoid entanglement beween bonding and hairline. 
  
9. Clip-on-braids 
Remove the hair piece before having a shower or bath.Clean the braid regularly while swaying them in a little 
container with water and shampoo. Also use a conditioner which you have to rinse our under clear water because 
it is a really good extra care for the hair pieces.Rinse it out thoroughly from hairline to the hair-ends.Dab off the 
hair piece or wrap it into a towel and blow it dry or let it air-dry. 
 
We wish you a lot of pleasure with your new extensions. If you have further questions, please don’t hesitate to 
contact us under 0049 351 810 62 12.      Best regards, Team Hairoyal 


